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11-18 September 2021 
 

This is the collation of reports from several organisations doing social listening to 
Covid-19 and vaccine concerns, questions and misinformation in South Africa, as part 
of the RCCE Social Listening team. Thanks to all who submitted.  
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1. Red Cross 
 

Ireen Mutombwa  

 
 The following key points came strong from recently collected community feedback 

offline; 
 Vaccination safety concerns still high from parts of all provinces – GP; KZN; EC; NW 
 Far vaccination centres – LP; EC; NW 
 Why vaccinate if still have to wear a mask and contract COVID-19 – GP; WC; KZN 
 Keenness to register 
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2. UNICEF 
 

Daniel, Pumla Ntlabati and Janine Simons  
 
COVID-19 vaccines related search queries 

Interest in the following search queries was rising on Google over the past week: “Galleria 

Mall vaccine mandate”, see story here (+2500%), “Covid vaccine passport” (+1200%), 

“Christian Perrone”, a French doctor who has been promoting anti-vaccine claims (+800%), 

“Nicki Minaj vaccine”, see story here (+650%), “Covid vaccine for children” (+500%), “how 

can I view my Covid vaccination status?” (+250%), “Sinovac vaccine” (+250%). 

COVID-19 vaccines related search queries 
Tweets about COVID-19 vaccines in the country generated 60k engagements, a 30% increase 
compared to the previous reporting period*. The top 5 relevant tweets are shown below 
alongside the engagement trend graph. 
 
Most shared links by SA users on Twitter include:  

- https://coronavirus.westerncape.gov.za/vaccine/  
- Covid-19 in SA: 4 677 new cases as death toll climbs to 85 468  
- 2000 SA children to take part in Sinovac Covid-19 vaccine trial for under 18s  

 
COVID-19 vaccine conversation on digital news media 
News articles about COVID-19 vaccines generated over 90k engagements, a 30% decrease 
compared to the previous reporting period. Top articles on digital news by engagement 
include:  

- PIET MOUTON | Unvaccinated must have limited access to malls, businesses  
- Ent-paspoorte maak deure oop  
- W-Kaapse syfers wys inentings werk teen Covid-19  
- COVID-19 vaccine | No deaths in SA linked to jab  
- No vaccine, no access rules could work from November, govt hears from science 

advisors  
 
COVID-19 vaccine subtopics (twitter and digital news) 
Online conversations about COVID-19 vaccines that generated most engagements in the past 
week were related to safety (20%), immunity (18%), and access (17%).   
 
COVID-19 vaccine conversation on Facebook 
Facebook posts about COVID-19 vaccines generated 175k over the past week (+9% 
compared to previous). The top 5 posts are shown below the interactions trend graph.  
 

 

https://www.news24.com/witness/news/durban/durban-mall-wants-proof-of-jab-to-enter-admin-offices-20210915
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/sep/15/nicki-minaj-covid-vaccine-claim-impotence-dismissed-trinidad-and-tobago
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3. REAL411 
 

Azola, William 
 

Top Three Real411 Week ending 17 September 2021  
 
1. MISINFO COMPLAINT: This person shares Covid vaccine misinformation on Facebook. 
The post is a video of controversial doctor, Dr Peter McCullough who speaks on Covid-19 and 
vaccine deaths, but however spreads false information regarding these. See complaint 1802 
here.  
 
REAL411 FINDINGS:  
 
This is mis/disinformation because it 
spreads false information about 
unproved vaccine related deaths. 
Furthermore, independent fact-checkers 
have flagged the video as to be missing 
context, a major part of disinformation 
campaigns.  

The information provided could be 
construed to cause public harm in that 
the video speaks of unproven vaccine 
deaths, creating unnecessary panic and 
adding on to existing, genuine 
skepticism/hesitancy of the vaccine.  

 

 

2. MISINFO COMPLAINT: This person is spreading false claims about PCR tests and the 
Nuremburg code. See the complaint 1805 here.  
 

REAL411 FINDINGS:  
 
The information about PCR tests and vaccines 
being an experiment is a popular false narrative. It 
may be a little harsh to note it as disinformation, but 
the account associated with the tweet is filled with 
false information regarding Covid 19 and vaccines, 
deliberately spread by the user. This has been 
debunked widely by credible sources. Read the 
article here by McGill University office of Science 
and Society. This information could reasonably be 
construed to cause public harm because in a 
climate where people are genuinely skeptical of 
the vaccine, false narratives about its purpose and 
side effects create further mistrust and hesitancy. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

https://www.mcgill.ca/oss/article/covid-19-critical-thinking/covid-19-pcr-test-reliable-despite-commotion-about-ct-values
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3. MISINFO COMPLAINT: A doctor in Swellendam Western Cape that is advising patients to 
not receive the Covid-19 vaccine because according to her it is completely untested, and 
humans are the testers. See complaint 1790 here. 
 
 
REAL411 FINDINGS:  
 
This is false information because it claims 
that the vaccines are 'completely untested' 
are false - every vaccine that is being 
rolled out in the Covid-19 vaccine 
programme has complied with and 
completed the rigorous levels of testing 
required for approval for use in humans. It 
seems she is trying to promote vaccine 
hesitancy to make money for herself, as 
she follows this false claim up with the offer 
of "doing an immunization on the virus with 
Vibrational Medicine, (vials)" and a "letter 
stating that Covid 19 had been 
administered to you". 
 
The information could be harmful in that the public is duped into paying copious amounts of 
monies for a method that is not tested or officially endorsed. The government has adequately 
rolled out a vaccination programme of scientifically tested vaccines and these are 
administered free of charge. 
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4. Centre for Communication Impact  
 

Nthabiseng and team 
 

1. Firing of Unvaccinated crew members  
 
New of Cathay Pacific airlines firing unvaccinated crew members still circulating twitter and 
WhatsApp till this week. Many people tweeting that the government in South Africa using this 
event as an example to say that it may seem that “people aren’t being forced to vaccinate 
however many people’s livelihoods are at risk if they do not” 
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Few others bringing up standard modus 
operandi as a reminder that in a way that 
forced vaccinations aren’t new news and 
that it has been a standard for a while.                       
Here 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Vaccine Experiment  
An individual sharing the similar sentiment 
with many others pushing an agenda of 
Chinese experimental testing on South 
African children instead of their own.       
Here 
 

 
 
 

3. Forced vaccinations 
 
A propaganda poster taking advantage of 
previous misinformation posters but this 
time using key figures to suggest that they 
are participating in mass censorship and 
completely ignoring scientific studies when 
promoting or “pushing the agenda of forced 
vaccinations”  
Here 

 
 

3. Anti-vaccination messaging by a political party 
 

Recently found a particularly interesting political party quickly gaining momentum in its 
following that pushes anti vaccine sentiments, anti-mandatory mask wearing or sanitizing and 
tying all this into apartheid themed examples of forced passport (DOMPASS) carrying 
sentiments of the past. In this particular example is an open letter to the president where the 
founder of the page urges for signatures from the public.        Here 
 

https://twitter.com/ednatjie_/status/1438097550167396352?s=21
https://twitter.com/billynyaku/status/1437272206195691521?s=21
https://twitter.com/partyofaction/status/1438104216703311873?s=21
https://twitter.com/partyofaction/status/1437709083650498570?s=21
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In this particular example, is an open letter to the president here the founder urges for 
signatures from the public 
 

Same party suggesting that various government 
institutions have joined in a conspiracy indicating that even 
the definitions of vaccine purpose has changed to suite the 
needs of the governments mass vaccine rollout in the 
public. Here 
 
 

5. Centre for Analytics and Behavioural Change 
 

Jesse 
 

● Forced Vaccinations  

● Explicit Anti-Vaccine Content  

● Government Mistrust 

https://twitter.com/partyofaction/status/1435472263369957376?s=21
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Mention Volume  

Over the last week, our researchers analyzed a total 1869 crowd-verified mentions. According 

to the crowd, 69.9% of the data did not match any of the themes that we are looking at, but 

interestingly enough, (as with last weeks’ report) the second highest theme by mention volume 

was pro-vax sentiment making up 8.7% of the total conversation.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Forced Vaccinations   

This week, the crowd found 129 mentions about forced vaccination. Many individuals 

expressed similar sentiments to Ori in which people feel that they are being forced to get 

vaccinated. While others such as KTM have stated that they will “boycott any events that 

require a vaccine card or a covid test.” This tweet received decent engagement with 38 

retweets and 129 likes. Queenrie questions a TV news headline stating “government says it 

will force unvaccinated civil servants and teachers to resign” by asking “ppl are not forced to 

take the jab but what is this.” Clearly, many individuals are concerned about the reality of 

forced vaccinations.  

 

 

Other individuals such as Sizwe have referred to companies that are requiring vaccination 

cards by all employees as “fascist employer(s).” The author stated that the “jab doesn’t do 

anything to Covid” and as a result taking the shot makes no difference. This tweet had a high 

rate of engagement with 139 retweets and 543 likes. While Ilene’s tweet received little 

engagement with only 1 like, the tweet suggests that there is a planned agenda “Agenda2021 

and Agenda2030” which has been in the works for decades with the ultimate goal of taking 

away peoples’ freedom through vaccine passports.  

https://twitter.com/Ori_Debig_Beats/status/1437328255904894978
https://twitter.com/ktmdirtbarbie/status/1436192042284113921
https://twitter.com/Queenrie11/status/1435894313158909957
https://twitter.com/dj_prank/status/1436314755585695749
https://twitter.com/Ilenetjie/status/1435500098025295877
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Finally, there was some conversation in a tweet around a Change.org petition “against 

mandatory Covid vaccines in SA” by ADCP. There was medium engagement with this tweet 

with 95 retweets and 196 likes. The petition has nearly reached its goal of 35 000 signatories. 

 

 

Explicitly-Stated Anti-Vaccine Content  

This week, the crowd tagged 33 mentions in which users explicitly stated that they would not 

get vaccinated or that others should not be vaccinated. Many individuals such as Mduduzi 

have questioned the “ingredients inside the vaccine” and have expressed hesitancy around 

the vaccine because of this. Other individuals are concerned that the vaccine “contains the 

live virus” and Mhaule went so far as to state “I’m not taking that kak.” 

  

https://twitter.com/Mr_Ts_Mulelu/status/1435771147971334148
https://twitter.com/MduduziMjHlong1/status/1437008691887329284
https://twitter.com/Alpha35623587/status/1435949378758488072
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After the announcement by South African Health Products Regulatory Authority (SAHPRA) to 

open the study to test the efficacy of the vaccine on children aged between six months and 17 

years old. Some South Africans have spoken out against this move and Riaan has referred to 

this decision as “criminal.” While other individuals have posted saying “not my kids, can go fly 

a kite...i didn’t get the jab for a reason.” It is clear that there are mixed feelings around this 

decision and ultimately the safety of trialing the vaccine on children.  

 

Government Mistrust  

This post falls under 2 sub-narratives: “forced vaccinations” and government mistrust. The 

author positioned it as a question to medical professionals, enquiring why politicians are 

leading the ”mandatory vaccination” conversation. The tweet received some traction, 166 

retweets, 651 likes, and 41 replies, showing the same sentiments of what the government has 

to gain from enforcing vaccination.  

 

This tweet was posted after the president’s speech 

and encouraging people to get vaccinated, in order for 

the country to start opening up. He was speaking about 

industries that have been affected by the pandemic 

and have led to an increase in the unemployment rate. 

The speech was taken out of context and is now 

being used as another narrative to share negative 

sentiments about the vaccination rollout. The tweet 

received a lot of traction and we came across several 

tweets that expressed the same sentiment. 

 

In another post promoting mistrust in 

government and vaccines, the author is 

implying that the president is benefiting 

from vaccines and that could be the 

reason he is encouraging people to get 

vaccinated. The post has a warning as 

a closing statement translating to “ 

whether you take the vaccine or not, 

you’ll get covid19, open your eyes they 

are playing with us” 

 
 

https://www.africanews.com/2021/09/10/sinovac-opens-global-pediatric-vaccine-trial-in-south-africa/
https://twitter.com/adlie_hendricks/status/1436472533855899648
https://twitter.com/ThatNigga_Bongz/status/1435978454827159553
https://twitter.com/MissB20_10/status/1437260244023918600
https://twitter.com/nkulipp/status/1437116705210314757
https://twitter.com/Lebstar9/status/1437269555924152322
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6. Health System Trust  
 

Antoinette Stafford C 
 

Vaccine hesitancy 

Covid-19: Pope puzzled about vaccine hesitancy in the Church - "It's a bit strange 

because humanity has a history of friendship with vaccines," Francis told reporters and has 

previously encouraged people to get jabbed for the "common good". Here 

A researcher’s view on COVID-19 vaccine hesitancy: The scientific process needs to be 
better explained. In addition to changing the way we live our daily lives, the pandemic has 
brought scientific processes to public attention. Researchers are working under the watchful 
eye of the public. Here 

‘The virus is painfully real’: vaccine hesitant people are dying – and their loved ones 
want the world to listen. In the UK, the majority of those now in hospital with Covid-19 are 
unvaccinated. Here and Here  

Anti-vaxxing sentiment - How anti-vaxxers have rebranded in the coronavirus era: ‘Our 

bodies are ours, not for someone else to govern' of civil liberties. Here Here Here 

 

The effect of the pandemic on women - Covid 19 disruptions to health services 

increasing pregnant women's anxiety in South Africa  

 

I do feel more information could be provided - The lack of information delivered by 

hospitals and clinics increases concerns and apprehensions on pregnant mothers and 

women. “I feel like what is known is being shared, but not a lot is known. That’s what makes 

this all so scary.”, says Christa, a 32 years old pregnant mother based in Johannesburg. 

They would like the Government to encourage the medical staff to educate the patients…“I 

do feel more information could be provided.”, concludes Amanda. Here 

The effect of the pandemic on children here -  

The scar of science I cherish: Why I support a Covid-19 vaccine requirement at UCT                       

Part One Here and Part Two. Here 

I am not interested here in the views of unhinged anti-vaxxers or dishonest critics who 

oppose the introduction of a vaccine mandate for public institutions such as 

universities. Instead, I genuinely wonder why my views on this matter may differ from 

the sincerely held views of at least some students, staff, and union leaders, and from 

a small number of human rights lawyers and a larger number of self-identified “liberals”. 

Am I getting this wrong, and if so, why would that be?  

But I am also a human rights lawyer, and my personal attitude towards medical science 

does not explain my support for the introduction of a vaccine mandate at my place of 

work. To explain my support for such a measure, I need to say more about the many 

ways in which the right to bodily integrity is justifiably limited by the legislature and by 

our courts in other contexts, which I do in Part Two. Here 

 

Misinformation and combating it 

ACADEMIC libraries in South Africa have played a significant role in combating the spreading 

of misinformation pertaining to the negative effects of the Covid-19 pandemic by ensuring that 

people had access to high-quality content about the virus. This is according to the findings of 

Siviwe Bangani, director of Research Services at Stellenbosch University’s Library and 

Information Service. Here 

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-58573892
https://theconversation.com/a-researchers-view-on-covid-19-vaccine-hesitancy-the-scientific-process-needs-to-be-better-explained-167681
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2021/sep/14/the-virus-is-painfully-real-vaccine-hesitant-people-are-dying-and-their-loved-ones-want-the-world-to-listen
https://twitter.com/oliphox/status/1437288070601183234/photo/1
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/coronavirus-anti-vaccine-vaxxer-vaccination-trump-movement-mask-b1219944.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/topic/anti-vaccine
https://www.reuters.com/world/us/biden-deliver-six-step-plan-covid-19-pandemic-2021-09-09/
https://reliefweb.int/report/south-africa/covid-19-disruptions-health-services-increasing-pregnant-womens-anxiety-south
https://apnews.com/article/africa-business-health-china-coronavirus-pandemic-65c588904b224adbade3e555194ce779
https://reliefweb.int/report/south-africa/covid-19-disruptions-health-services-increasing-pregnant-womens-anxiety-south
https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2021-09-15-the-scar-of-science-i-cherish-why-i-support-a-covid-19-vaccine-requirement-at-uct-part-one/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2021/07/26/france-anti-vaccine-protest-passport-macron-danger-covid/
https://www.groundup.org.za/article/vaccines-are-working-in-south-africa-heres-the-proof/
https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2021-09-15-the-scar-of-science-i-cherish-why-i-support-a-covid-19-vaccine-requirement-at-uct-part-one/
https://www.iol.co.za/dailynews/news/academic-libraries-combat-the-spread-of-covid-19-misinformation-d4d1bbff-1321-478a-9ec3-bdb7701ba754
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SA vaccine passport - South African President Cyril Ramaphosa announced on Sunday his 

intention to introduce a "vaccine passport", amid widespread mistrust of the Covid-19 vaccine 

in the continent's most affected country. He assured that the immunization of the adult 

population was a necessary prerequisite to fully reopen the economy and avoid a fourth wave 

of infections, while the number of cases has dropped sharply in the country. Here 

Vaccine literacy: Forceful vaccine messages 

backfire with holdouts – how can it be 

done better? 

As a communication scientist who has studied the 

effects of media and health campaigns for the past 

30 years, I worry that a fevered pitch in vaccine 

messaging may make the holdouts even more 

resistant. The direct, blunt messages to go get 

vaccinated that worked on three-quarters of 

Americans may not work for the remaining one-

quarter. If anything, they might backfire. Here  

Here and Here 

 

We need to lift all lockdown restrictions as soon as 

possible to place the country on a path to higher 

employment and economic recovery, which will 

only be possible through widespread vaccination. 

Those stubbornly choosing not to vaccinate, not 

only pose a health risk, but also an economic risk. 

Here 

 

 

The new hot button topic with mixed opinions – vaccinating children in South Africa 

A Chinese COVID-19 vaccine has been put into 

phase III trial on children between the ages of six 

months and 17 in South Africa, which could result in 

adolescents in the country receiving inoculations 

against the virus. The beginning of a trial of 

Sinovac's Coronavac in Pretoria on Friday will be 

carried out for more than a year with 2,000 

volunteers enrolled, and may open the door for 

those under 18 to be vaccinated, Sinovac and its 

South African partner Numolux Group said. Here 

South Africa approved Pfizer’s vaccine for use for 

children over the age of 12, a boost to the country’s 

immunisation program. The move follows a review of 

updated safety and efficacy information and doesn’t 

translate into a procurement decision, the South 

African Health Products Regulatory Authority said 

Sunday (12 September). Here 

 

https://www.africanews.com/2021/09/13/south-africa-announces-covid-vaccine-passport-plans/
https://www.bellisario.psu.edu/people/individual/s.-shyam-sundar
https://www.news24.com/witness/news/kzn/misinformation-is-harming-unvaccinated-seniors-says-kzn-premier-zikalala-20210913
https://www.moneyweb.co.za/moneyweb-opinion/soapbox/you-are-free-to-choose-but-not-from-the-consequences-of-your-choices/
http://global.chinadaily.com.cn/a/202109/13/WS613eb539a310efa1bd66eff8.html
https://businesstech.co.za/news/trending/520538/regulator-approves-pfizer-vaccine-for-children-over-12-in-south-africa/
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Children in the UK aged 12 to 15 are set to be able 

to get a Covid jab, following advice from the UK's 

chief medical officers. They have recommended the 

youngsters should be offered one dose of the Pfizer 

vaccine. Some other countries have been 

vaccinating younger teenagers for some time - but 

approaches do differ. Here 

 

Actuary Nick Hudson heads PANDA, 

the most high-profile group driving 

vaccine hesitancy in South Africa, 

writes Nathan Geffen, editor of 

GroundUp. It’s been spreading 

misinformation using what 

superficially appear to be scientific 

arguments, but on close scrutiny, 

many of their claims are misleading 

and pseudoscientific Here Here 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

https://www.bbc.com/news/health-58516207
https://www.news24.com/witness/news/durban/durban-mall-wants-proof-of-jab-to-enter-admin-offices-20210915
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NDOH 
 
 

charity.bhengu@health.gov.za 
 
Focused on two posters on HealthZA Facebook and Twitter to discuss the public’s reaction to 
the messages on vaccinations. 
  
Poster Main trends Facebook and Twitter: 

- Pregnant women and breasting mothers choosing to vaccinate after giving birth and 
not to breastfeed because they are unsure about the long-term effects on their children. 
“…not enough facts on infant safety and Covid vaccine” Here 

- Unverified claims that pregnant women who received jabs and those breastfeeding and 
their kids suffered serious side effects from Covid vaccine  

- Requests that the list of adverse events and side effects be updated to reflect other 
health complications which they had experienced after vaccinations  

- More people choosing to wait for others to vaccinate first and see what happens to 
them before making a decision on whether to vaccinate or not  

- Complaining about no follow-ups and feedback after reporting their side effects. ”So 
you get the side effects, report them, then what? Nothing is done about them.” Here 

- People also complaining about not enough information about people who suffered or 
recovered from side effects (to address their fears) 

 
 

HealthZA FB Total Positive Comments Negative Shares 

 9.1 8.6 4.5 0.5 0.4 

HealthZA Twitter  Positive Qoute tweets  Retweets 

 107 94 7  6 

  
 

Reactions (Here) 
“My husband and I got vaccinated on Friday, he got sick I did not. 

 He had a sore throat but he is fine now” 
“Five hours after the jab, I had chest pains but not severe,  

they were gone the next day”   
“It’s not everyone who gets sick. My husband had no reactions after his second shot 

 but I go body pains and flu” 
 

Poster 2

Total Positive Comments Negative

mailto:charity.bhengu@health.gov.za
https://scontent.fpry1-1.fna.fbcdn.net/v/t1.6435-9/p526x296/241754185_4680259722023524_7529976151180102760_n.jpg?_nc_cat=104&ccb=1-5&_nc_sid=8bfeb9&_nc_eui2=AeHW_IJd3BkM6cXfTFOzxuOPEl2suB9Ua2gSXay4H1RraFe_Kzpda_u-5s3NcMQ7B-0TGqXnrEUmqs0Uona9b5JZ&_nc_ohc=z61h-Xg55RsAX-qVZyi&tn=tTuJU4wYKU3Mh4wk&_nc_ht=scontent.fpry1-1.fna&oh=f666b478ca9ab462de3fd5c000ea3d52&oe=616EE085
https://mobile.twitter.com/HealthZA/status/1437445492523388932/photo/1
https://scontent.fpry1-1.fna.fbcdn.net/v/t1.6435-9/p526x296/241754185_4680259722023524_7529976151180102760_n.jpg?_nc_cat=104&ccb=1-5&_nc_sid=8bfeb9&_nc_eui2=AeHW_IJd3BkM6cXfTFOzxuOPEl2suB9Ua2gSXay4H1RraFe_Kzpda_u-5s3NcMQ7B-0TGqXnrEUmqs0Uona9b5JZ&_nc_ohc=z61h-Xg55RsAX-qVZyi&tn=tTuJU4wYKU3Mh4wk&_nc_ht=scontent.fpry1-1.fna&oh=f666b478ca9ab462de3fd5c000ea3d52&oe=616EE085
https://scontent.fpry1-1.fna.fbcdn.net/v/t1.6435-9/p526x296/241754185_4680259722023524_7529976151180102760_n.jpg?_nc_cat=104&ccb=1-5&_nc_sid=8bfeb9&_nc_eui2=AeHW_IJd3BkM6cXfTFOzxuOPEl2suB9Ua2gSXay4H1RraFe_Kzpda_u-5s3NcMQ7B-0TGqXnrEUmqs0Uona9b5JZ&_nc_ohc=z61h-Xg55RsAX-qVZyi&tn=tTuJU4wYKU3Mh4wk&_nc_ht=scontent.fpry1-1.fna&oh=f666b478ca9ab462de3fd5c000ea3d52&oe=616EE085
https://scontent.fpry1-1.fna.fbcdn.net/v/t1.6435-9/p526x296/241754185_4680259722023524_7529976151180102760_n.jpg?_nc_cat=104&ccb=1-5&_nc_sid=8bfeb9&_nc_eui2=AeHW_IJd3BkM6cXfTFOzxuOPEl2suB9Ua2gSXay4H1RraFe_Kzpda_u-5s3NcMQ7B-0TGqXnrEUmqs0Uona9b5JZ&_nc_ohc=z61h-Xg55RsAX-qVZyi&tn=tTuJU4wYKU3Mh4wk&_nc_ht=scontent.fpry1-1.fna&oh=f666b478ca9ab462de3fd5c000ea3d52&oe=616EE085
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2. Mandatory vaccinations/personal immunity 
- Requests for clarity on mandatory vaccination and to understand more about the policy 

that allows employers to introduce compulsory vaccinations at the workplace (healthZA 

Facebook) (HealthZA Twitter) 
- People requesting more information on the period it takes for one’s personal  immunity 

against Covid-19 kicks in after vaccination (HealthZA Facebook) (HealthZA Twitter) 
 

Facebook Total Positive Comments Negative Shares 
 9.1 8.6 4.5 0.5 0.4 

Twitter  Positive Qoute tweets  Retweets 

 122 116 4  20 

 
Reactions (here) 

“Yes, I am vaccinated and no, I don’t know what’s in it. I trust my doctor” 
“I am vaccinated, respect my choice, you are not vaccinated, I respect your choice”   

“I got vaccinated today. The way I was so scared thinking the injection will go straight to 
my bone but none of that happened. People will make you scared for nothing, I swear” 

 

3.  Vaccine hesitancy 
Conversations about acceptance and hesitancy in low- and middle-income countries following 
a study, which confirmed that these countries were not facing famine hesitancy than 
vaccine hesitancy. The issues raised also related to the barriers for equitable access in the 
country Twitter vaccinefamine 
 

 

Poster 1

Total Positive Comments Negative

https://scontent.fpry1-1.fna.fbcdn.net/v/t1.6435-9/241849568_4683873548328808_8493096101813142110_n.jpg?_nc_cat=101&ccb=1-5&_nc_sid=8bfeb9&_nc_eui2=AeHU7oqBrH-D687VXU1xLLBs5-BI_crgyDfn4Ej9yuDIN-xQbCfE5b9ZOU8ZW9uIl6JZri3dekBx8-eWM_OUh5aR&_nc_ohc=IjxplKD4CWMAX-0XK1j&_nc_ht=scontent.fpry1-1.fna&oh=dfdb1e47306f10552129530ac68bce2b&oe=616CF8E1
https://mobile.twitter.com/HealthZA/status/1437839934803546118
https://scontent.fpry1-1.fna.fbcdn.net/v/t1.6435-9/241849568_4683873548328808_8493096101813142110_n.jpg?_nc_cat=101&ccb=1-5&_nc_sid=8bfeb9&_nc_eui2=AeHU7oqBrH-D687VXU1xLLBs5-BI_crgyDfn4Ej9yuDIN-xQbCfE5b9ZOU8ZW9uIl6JZri3dekBx8-eWM_OUh5aR&_nc_ohc=IjxplKD4CWMAX-0XK1j&_nc_ht=scontent.fpry1-1.fna&oh=dfdb1e47306f10552129530ac68bce2b&oe=616CF8E1
https://mobile.twitter.com/HealthZA/status/1437839934803546118
https://scontent.fpry1-1.fna.fbcdn.net/v/t1.6435-9/241849568_4683873548328808_8493096101813142110_n.jpg?_nc_cat=101&ccb=1-5&_nc_sid=8bfeb9&_nc_eui2=AeHU7oqBrH-D687VXU1xLLBs5-BI_crgyDfn4Ej9yuDIN-xQbCfE5b9ZOU8ZW9uIl6JZri3dekBx8-eWM_OUh5aR&_nc_ohc=IjxplKD4CWMAX-0XK1j&_nc_ht=scontent.fpry1-1.fna&oh=dfdb1e47306f10552129530ac68bce2b&oe=616CF8E1
https://twitter.com/JNkengasong/status/1436728379542228994?s=20
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41591-021-01454-y
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South Africa’s experience on vaccine hesitancy and inequality: While there are enough, 
Covid-19 vaccines in the country, “vaccine hesitancy and inequality are among the main 
reasons for the recent drop in the numbers of vaccines administered daily”. Even with 
government’s efforts to provide transport, pop-up and mobile vaccination sites to take the 
vaccines to the people, there are people who still walk long distances to the vaccination sites. 
mg/  “Inequality has also been a key factor in Gauteng, where 63% of people with health 
insurance were vaccinated, compared with only 38% of those without.” mg/  and cfamsurvey 
 

 
Reactions 

“In South Africa, health sciences faculties are diluting the 
misinformation spread by antivaxxers with reliable honest information 

about vaccines.” 
“I agree that vaccine famine/apartheid is the major challenge, 

however, without a reparative approach, I fear we will find much lower 

actual uptake in LMC’s than reported in the @Nature.” 
 

4 Newswhip assisting in giving a broader perspective on this week’s South African 
trends ran an online snap survey. This was a question after a fake social media post that 
seemingly about a mall allegedly planning to implement a “no vaccination, no entry” policy, 
and many were obviously not in favour of “forced vaccinations” or proof of vaccination cards 
which they claimed “discriminated against those who feared Covid vaccination”. 
 

 Can malls deny entry to unvaccinated people? Yes or No. 

 
 
 
 

https://mg.co.za/coronavirus-essentials/2021-08-17-vaccine-hesitancy-inequality-hinder-sas-vaccine-roll-out/
https://mg.co.za/coronavirus-essentials/2021-08-17-vaccine-hesitancy-inequality-hinder-sas-vaccine-roll-out/
https://cramsurvey.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/3.-Burger-R.-Buttenheim-A.-English-R.-Maughan-Brown-B.-Kohler-T.-_-Tameris-M.-2021.-COVID-19-vaccine-hesitancy-in-South-Africa-Results-from-NIDS-CRAM-Wave-4.pdf
https://twitter.com/Nature
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AIRA Infodemic Trends  
 

SKROBIK, Aurélie 

 
AIRA seeks to communicate operational recommendations based on social media 
monitoring from September 6-10, as well as relevant information on current COVID-19 
Infodemic Trends in the African Region. 

1. Ongoing conversations about forced vaccinations: What can we do? 
 Disseminate and/or amplify personal stories showcasing vaccine hesitant people who 

have chosen to get vaccinated. Viral Facts here 
 Encourage dialogue between communities, leaders and healthcare practitioners to 

ensure people can express their concerns and obtain responses to their questions 
 
2. Ongoing concerns around vaccine safety and side effects: What can we do? 

 Enhance factual information sharing by encouraging people to pause before sharing 

social media content. UN Pledge to Pause campaign, Viral Facts example here 

 Create clear, consistent messaging about vaccine developments and communicate 

often about what is known and unknown  
 Emphasize hopeful messages highlighting vaccines are crucial ending the pandemic 
 Share solidarity messages around protective measure and safe behaviours, such as 

the ones circulated by the UN’s Zwakala “I do it for you” campaign 
 Expand content related to cases of myocarditis/ pericarditis after vaccination. Include 

information about the conditions, their seriousness, signs and symptoms, when to seek 
medical care, and what is known about who might be at increased risk  

 Produce content explaining why vaccines are considered safe and effective. Viral 
Facts here 

 Consider emphasizing that rollout pauses are precautionary measures. The fact 
that health institutions are transparent and implement them show that they are 
thorough. This could help reinforce rather than undermine trust. Viral Facts here 

 Consider providing country-specific vaccine safety information based on the 
vaccine being disseminated nationally, particularly in relation to the AZ vaccine 

 Produce video content outlining ongoing monitoring and risk management 
processes. Viral Facts here 

 Clarify indicators of potential side effects for people to watch out for and how to 
respond. Viral facts here 

 Produce content for journalists on Adverse Events Following Immunization (AEFI) 
reporting and best practices, including using non-scientific language that is clear and 
understandable 

 Communicate clearly around the relationship between vaccines and changes in the 
menstrual cycle - include answers that address this misinformation in FAQ documents, 
call centre scripts, and help chat-bots made available to the public. Viral Facts here 

 Continue to manage expectations around possible side effects, underlining the 
safety profile of different vaccines and providing information on the systems public 
health practitioners use to investigate AEFIs  

 Continue to advocate for trusted public figures and politicians to take the vaccine and 
provide correct information on vaccines safety, efficacy and rollouts 

 Continue to encourage community engagement to address concerns as they arise, 
and continue to mobilize the healthcare worker community 

 Ensure any of the above content is widely circulated and shared on Facebook and/or 
on any trusted communication channels. Choose accepted and trusted 
organizations and messengers to share the content, including local sources and 
unofficial channels 

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=278704130474218
https://shareverified.com/pledge-to-pause/
https://assets.fathm.co/s/PdwFmEgEXH1kGvoj/fi
https://theconversation.com/covid-19-public-health-messages-have-been-all-over-the-place-but-researchers-know-how-to-do-better-150584
https://twitter.com/WHOAFRO/status/1380085301641682945
https://twitter.com/viralfacts/status/1393079891533484033
https://twitter.com/viralfacts/status/1393178071876911105
https://twitter.com/viralfacts/status/1399266913142857731

